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Colour

Milano Red, Orange and White

Colourful tiles can take your
living space from a plain and
impersonal neutral zone to a
stylish and fresh space.

It can wake up a plain decor or create an eye-catching
feature. So, why not give your walls and floor the bold
attention they need with some power-packed colour.
There is something quite playful and exotic about bright
and bold colour in our decor. Simple, no-nonsense
shades give your home oodles of uplifting energy and
spirit, whether it’s on the bathroom wall, the kitchen
floor or a feature wall in your living room.

Bold colour
Strong colours will liven up a kitchen working environment or
bring a splash of energy to a bathroom and always create an
eye-catching design statement. Using vibrant colour on your
walls and floors can really change the whole feel of a room.
Bold colour works particularly well when it’s the showpiece
in the room, so paring with clean, white units and furnishings
is a great idea. Alternatively, add a soft neutral colour to help
complement the strong wall or floor colour, as seen in this
kitchen below.

Miravet Blue Steel

Habana Green
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Colour

Habana Rose

Pastel colour
Soft pinks and blues are very much on trend at the
moment and can be used to striking effect. Use pink
tiles with a dark, contrasting colour on the wall and
your room becomes a real talking point. Don’t forget
to use a dark grout to match the dark wall and try
laying your tiles vertically instead of horizontally, as
in this fantastic bathroom image above.
Blues provide a beautiful backdrop to a crisp white
kitchen or bathroom and are a perfect match if you
are trying to achieve that ‘By the Sea’ look. Pale
pastel blue tiles which mimic mother of pearl and
add a touch of shimmer to a room, look simply
sublime in a bathroom. Using a light coloured grout
with these very soft blues will help to create a calm,
relaxed feel in your home.

Shimmer Blue

Habana Alabaster
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Colour

Habana Aqua

Stunning
bathroom
style
Consider using tiles above, around
and below your sanitary-ware for
a really stand-out design. Stacking
these blue pearlescent tiles creates an
almost waterfall effect in this stunning
bathroom. The light catches the slightly
irregular surface and the whole wall
glistens and shimmers.
Noisette Versailles

New copy to go here

Colour
Earthy tones
If bright, vibrant colours aren’t your style then
you can still introduce coloured tiles into your
home instead using earthy tones. Drawing upon
nature gentle tones of heather, grey and pebble
create a calm, subtle backdrop to your room.
Use these neutral colours alongside a crisp
white wall and units or sanitary-ware with a good
splash of chrome accessories for a classic and
timeless look.

Hartingdon Misty

Hartingdon Misty

Hartingdon Mineral

Hartingdon Pebble
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Colour
Mixed colours
If you’re looking for a truly customised look
without the accompanying price tag, then be a
bit creative by choosing two different colours of
the same tile and create a feature strip, as seen
with our Brick Olive and Brick Blanco tiles below.
Alternatively, choose different coloured tiles for
different walls, as in this beautiful bathroom.
However, if you want to go for a really bold
statement, then choose three or four colours and
place them randomly in the space.
There really are no limits as to how creative you
can be with coloured tiles.

Milano Red, Orange and White

Brick Olive and Blanco
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Tileflair at home
We love to see how our customers use our coloured tiles to
transform their homes. See our social media channels for more
examples of stunning room designs.

Milano Blue
We love it when our customers dare to be different,
as with these striking Milano tiles. These colourful,
glossy and fun tiles are spectacular when used as a
kitchen splashback. Using a combination of the plain
and embossed tiles along with the contrasting white
grout has created a real feature in this kitchen.

#andrewbrazier

Brick Gris Claro
These quirky Brick Gris Claro tiles look fabulous
when set against the soft, neutral tones of this
beautiful Shaker style kitchen. The contrast between
the grey tiles and the crisp white walls provides the
perfect showcase for the stylish shelving.

@myrailwaycottage

Miravet Aqua and
Bordeaux Chartres
Tiled by our very own talented Swindon Store
Manager, Matt. This great combination of tiles has
made this space beautiful. We love it!
Miravet Aqua has been paired with Bordeaux
Chartres, each complementing one another
perfectly. The patterned tile detail in the shower
works really well and balances the pattern
and the colour.
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Gris Claro (Light Grey)
TEBK151
150 x 75mm
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